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Don’t let the cute cartoonish art style fool you. This game is challenging. True fans of the JRPG genre will love it, casual players
may want to look elsewhere. Invest the time, and EARTHLOCK will reward you with a depth in gameplay that will test the most

strategic of players.

Discover Your Hero Within

Embark on a journey to save the beautiful world of Umbra, a harsh planet that stopped spinning thousands of cycles ago. What
started as a mission to rescue Amon’s uncle from the clutches of an ancient cult, soon spirals into an adventure that was

centuries in the making. You must bring together this group of unlikely heroes to stop the ruinous past from repeating itself.

The World
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Explore the magical world of Umbra and discover places lost in the past to uncover the secrets of the Earthlock Artifact.

The Heroes

Unite this band of heroes, all with their own journeys of self discovery and venture into the world to save the planet from the
growing evil within. Mix up your strategy to beat your enemies using two different stances per character, and build your

characters' battle bond to unleash powerful abilities or unique perks.
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The Battles

Dive into turn based battles on arenas in the grand tradition to explore the depths of tactical choices needed to survive the fierce
boss fights.

Your Own Secret Island

Take a break from adventure and escape to your own home island. Here you can harvest magical ingredients and craft weapons,
helpful items and perks.

Grow Stuff

Gather seeds to grow amazing plants both on the island and elsewhere. Many provide necessary ingredients to make your way
around the world. Some, when they ripen, in stead produce living off spring, cute little kittens and other creatures that wander

about for pure enjoyment.

The Overworld

With plenty of stuff to do you can lose yourself in the Overworld. Scavenge for items, pick flowers, catch cute Bibis or dig up
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treasures to trade or take back to Plumpet Island to concoct the strangest potions and ammunitions giving you a leg up in your
next battle.

The Talent Table

EARTHLOCK features a unique talent board system; a refreshing take on the classic skill tree. This board gives you complete
control over your player's strengths and weaknesses. You can swap talents on and off the board, allowing you to finely tune each

character to your desired playing style. The talent board also features “Perk Talents” which you can craft and collect in the
world, giving you special combat skills and abilities.

If you have played EARTHLOCK: Festival of Magic

Extended and upgraded, this is in many respects a brand new game.
Keeping all the best parts from EARTHLOCK: Festival of Magic, we have spent the last year improving them in every way

while adding loads of new stuff:
⁃Craftable weapons and equipment

⁃New abilities in the overworld
⁃Numerous new side quests

⁃New scenes, new creatures and new NPCs
⁃In addition to all the strange plants you now can grow trees to bring kittens and other cute critters into the world

⁃Treasure Maps to discover more treasures
⁃The ability to sell as well as buy stuff

⁃Loads of new animations, story additions, smarter NPCs and tweaks of every kind to make the game even more engrossing,
enjoyable and replayable!

For the best EARTHLOCK experience, we recommend using a game controller.
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Title: EARTHLOCK
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Snowcastle Games
Publisher:
Snowcastle Games
Release Date: 8 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or newer

Processor: x86 Dual Core 2.6 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 10 GPU with 1GB of memory

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Norwegian,Polish,Russian,Japanese
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As of May 7th 2015 it's still very-much in beta mode, issues with Wacom tablet sensitivity, setting canvas size and the
documentation is far from complete (a lot of missing and wip pages). No practical brushes are included, I guess it's up to the
user to make them. Brush generation is less extensive than it was made out to be. Interesting but I can't recommend it in it's
current state. Download Krita instead.. stopped working no\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665clue y X-(. I am not
a fan of puzzle games so this really isn't my cup of tea. If you are not into puzzles do not get this game.. Great murder
investigation game. You really have to observe, use your brain and connect the dots to find out the truth. The game doesn't hold
your hand with super obvious clues or giving you clear indicators on a silver plate, you have to pay attention, read between the
lines, and examine things carefully, as it usually takes some extra work and reasoning to solve the puzzles and find out what to
do and where to go next, otherwise you may get easily stuck.

The story just keeps getting better and more intriguing as you progress through the game and read diaries and documents that
establish the story and relationships between characters. I personally got really immersed into the story and my interest in
solving the case never dropped at all during my playthrough. I even empathized with the stories of the characters portrayed
through these different diaries.

A few things, however, could have been improved. The game, for example, leans a bit too much on finding keys and passcodes
to unlock doors and desks (which ocasionally results in finding another key to unlock another thing to find another key), and this
can get somewhat repetitive. Considering the game has a lot of puzzles, it could have used a little more variety in this aspect.
The ending sequence also feels like it needed more polishing (maybe it was rushed), but I won't write details about that to avoid
spoilers.

An excelent game for anyone who likes mystery solving and detective games. I'm glad I bought it, and hope to see more games
like this in a future.. Punishes you for pushing a button on first screen.... This game is really fun, it has the right amount of
content if you just want to play it for 15-20 minutes in the afternoon and have some fun with it. It has nice visuals, and the game
mechanics (with 2 or 3 very little exceptions) are pretty well made and satisfying. Also the item shop provides a little depth into
it although not that much. The only real problem I saw with the game is that is a bit short - I beat it in about 2 and a half hours
without putting much effort in doing so.. I bought this game because i couldn't find the trailer song anywhere else on the
internet. Turns out that i still can't find the song that is played in the store trailer either; it's not in the game's music folder and
neither is it played while playing the game. If the store music is what you're after, better move on. There are similar 80s music
in the music folder but not nearly as interesting.

From the store's description it seems like an interesting take on city builder sims by delving deeply into the inhabitants
interactions but i dunno how that will pan out in actual gameplay. Certainly not the easiest game to get into.

More detailed review later after i put more hours into it. For now just 5\/10 but i'm leaning towards recommended just because
it's a little different from other city sims i've played.
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Another jigsaw game from Snkl Studio! Couldn't see that one coming, could you? So how does it stack up against Game of
Puzzles: Nature?

  Well, it's a tad easier for starters. Dragons can be like that, compared to landscapes. You can kind of tell where the head's
probably going to be, certainly in relation to the feet. (Whereas mountains, y'know, could be just about anywhere in the frame!)
The unfortunate side effect of this - combined with a mere twelve puzzles to solve, at least as of this writing - is that this is by far
the worst value Snkl game I've played thus far.

  But wait...

  There is one paltry consolation, for anyone who considers Achievements to be deal-makers or breakers. This game has 88 - count
'em, 88! - easily-achievable Achievements you get for simply playing the game through. Which only takes about half an hour, at
best. So...

  I'll give you the barest of passes, Snkl, but surely you know you've let yourself down this time. Perhaps there's more puzzles to
come, given that's what you did with Game of Puzzles: Nature? We shall see. But for now, I can only recommend this to the most
zealous of jigsaw-puzzlers. Or the most loyal of dragon-worshippers.

  I expect better things next time, Snkl...you know I'm watching you...

Verdict: 5\/10.

(PS If you enjoyed this review, feel free to check out my two Curator pages: 
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/9284586-ReviewsJustfortheHELLofit\/\u200b
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/10868048-Truly-Horrible-Horror-Games\/?appid=398210\u200b
Cheers!). Its touhouuuuuuuu. Bought the game on release to try something new. Not normally a hack n' slash player, and still not
a good one, but I found fun in this game. The game rewards players for dungeons that they complete, with each succeeding one
being harder that the last. Combat is typical of the genre, and very straight forward, but there are some special attacks
movement abilities that make it unique to itself. The bosses are unique and fun to play against, albeit a bit simple. The
randomness of the layout of the dungeons as well as the weapons and possible enchantments make each run unique, although I
still have my favorite items and weapons to use. The rewards come in the form of chests which contain armor, weapon
enchantments, armor dyes, or weapons which are given to the player as rewards for defeating a boss at the end of a dungeon,
and are purchasable in game from a merchant with ingame currency. (Hooray! No microtransactions) The story is present
throughout the dungeon runs, but this is not a story centric game where each interaction will impact or progress plot. The game
is not very long, but has a lot of replayability and will require more than a few runs to unlock everything the game has to offer to
the player.

The graphics are simple and unique and a bit stylized. They make it feel like like you're playing a comic book, and add to the
light nature of the game. The music that is always silently humming in the background also keeps the game relaxing while still
setting the mood properly for the dungeon or boss fight that you are in.

Overall a fun that I enjoyed playing, and plan on continuing to play. Perfect game to unwind with. I would reccommend picking
it up and having a good time as you slash your way through mobs and bosses alike.. just love it completed all factions in campaig
till now tryin the dwarfs now,
what a way to start it with grombrindal his cool really good in melee. I very much enjoyed this game.
It reminds me deeply of classic RPG's from the 90s.

Whilst it is only about 3 hours long, it was engaging the whole way through. Combat was tactical and satisfying, with the ability
to decide just how you want to approach it. What I especially enjoyed is that whilst for one area you may find a dominant
strategy of attacks and skills, it wont remain an unbeatable combo forever. This means there is a good reward for discovering
good strategies, but it doesnt lead to an easy and therefore boring game. The final area and boss don't mess around, and I won
only by the skin of my teeth with smart play, which felt great!

Also given that there is multiple weapon types there is probably at least 3 if not more different playthroughs you could do
emphasing different gear and weaponsets.
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. Spent 75mins after buying in tutorials..was hooked pretty amazing and optimised..
Lets see how much i like actual game
Review will be updated after i get to 10-12hrs. One of my favorite VR games so far. Self recorded sound effects and voices, fun
gameplay. Quirky!. kinda short..but not all bad..and its cheap. This game was a disappointment for me. Not because the game is
bad, it's not great, it is a fun casual strategy game, but it was a disappointment because it was a downgrade from a previous
Alawar\/Buka Entertainment game.

The Promised Land is a previous game from Alawar\/Buka that was released in 2012, it was a game that I really enjoyed for
what it was. With this game I was hoping for more of the same but maybe a bit bigger of a scale or maybe with some more
depth. The Happy Hereafter however seems to be a downgrade on The Promised Land rather than improving on the formula
that made me a fan . For this review I'll touch on a few of the points that I felt really soured me on this game compared to the
one that made me buy this game.

So the game is about starting off a colony, managing the workers that you have to finish tasks given to you so you can upgrade
your buildings and continue progressing. Right off the start the worker system showed a big downgrade from the previous game.
The workers are all generic and it doesn't matter what each one is doing, in The Promised Land, each character had a
description, stats and preferred job(as well as disliked job). Each worker in The Happy Hereafter is interchangeable, it doesn't
matter what job each is doing and you can just throw them wherever and it doesn't make much difference. In The Promised
Land you had to plan out where each new worker went and what the best fit was to maximize their ability to collect resources
and perform the best for your colony. Each worker in The Promised Land could also gain experience making them better at
certain tasks which again added depth in worker placement. Workers could also be stationed in one area and they would
continually work that area and if they ran out of resources they would patiently wait till resources spawned again. In The Happy
Hereafter if a worker tries to collect resources from a depleted area they will just wander back to town and if you didn't notice it
(there is a pumpkin head character they hide behind) then you have an idle working doing nothing. And lastly on the workers,
You can not assign more than one worker to collect resources from an area other than the very last resource you can collect, it
really prevents you from progressing and puts you in a situation you don't need as many workers as you could have space for as
most of them will stand around doing nothing.

There isn't really as much story as The Promised Land either, there wasn't much in The Promised Land either to be fair but
again something lacking in this title.

Art is great in both games, again not much of difference or upgrade, but it's not terrible and is nice to look at. It was pretty good
in their previous game so why mess with it.

There is also random enemies that will try to pillage your storage area. These are more annoying then fun to deal with. They are
also incredibly easy to deal with and pose no real threat, a couple of clicks and your back to the game.

The resources in the game for building and upgrading as well seem to be poorly balanced. I had max workers on all areas to
collect as much wood as possible and I was still constantly running out of wood, while having large stock piles of food, stone and
gold (as well as other resources). This could have been an easy fix by allowing more than one worker to collect resources from
the mill, instead I had to constantly micromanage the workers to have one collecting while another was delivering. As much as
that might seem like it ads some difficulty or complexity, for me it just seemed tedious and takes away from the fun of these
types of games.

To sum it all up, The Promised Land is 3$ more on steam, but you'll get a lot more out of that game compared to this one. If you
are looking for a short, casual, indie resource collection, strategy game, I would suggest The Promised Land over this game. If
you already have The Promised Land and you are looking for something very similar or better, skip this game entirely as I just
didn't find it be near the quality or fun that The Promised Land was.

. A great rework of the classic Amiga title I loved as a kid Larn. TY Dev!
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